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the early part of 1904 was marked by unusual rain. For seventeen
days the clouds hung low over Johannesburg, and the rain soaked
the city. Then the plague appeared, but for some time the municipal
authorities were unable to diagnose the disease. Gandhi from his
experience in India was confident that these scattered cases were
actually cases of deadly pneumonic plague. Under the insanitary
conditions prevailing on the old locations, which he said were due
to the neglect of the municipality, he predicted a severe attack and
reported his conviction to the authorities. The municipality remained
obsolutely indifferent.
On March 18 Gandhi received information that Indians were
being brought in the Indian location, from the mines, in numbers,
dying or dead, stricken with this terrible disease. At once Gandhi
cycled to the location, took the matter into his own hands. With five
Indian volunteers he broke open an empty store, converted it into a
hospital, and collected twenty-three patients from different stands.
The Indian community held a mass meeting and subscribed funds.
Early on the morning of the igth the old custom-house was pro-
vided by the municipal council as a temporary hospital, and the
Indians were left to cleanse and fit it up as best they could. Some
thirty men volunteered for the work, and the patients were kept
there. The municipality lent the services of a nurse, who came with
brandy and hospital equipment. She asked Gandhi to take brandy
for precaution but he had no faith in its beneficial effects even for
the patients. With the permission of Dr. Godfrey, who was in charge
of the hospital, Gandhi put three patients under the earth treatment,
applying wet earth bandages to their heads and chests. Two of
these were saved. The other twenty died in the godown. The nurse
had an attack and immediately died, Gandhi helped the author-
ities in getting the local population to vacate their houses and live

